Work harmony is a delicate balance of the great, the good, and the tolerable—because, of course, nothing in life is perfect. It's not the result of an environment that creates happiness at every turn, promotes mastery of a single skill, or allows employees to coast along on a sea of low demands and even lower expectations. Rather, work harmony is the product of an environment that pushes employees to their best while simultaneously meeting personal needs and strengthening connections to the company and its mission.

Like most employers, Elwood strives to achieve workplace harmony. We seek to compile a workforce of internal staff members and associates that values both its work and Elwood as an employer. We want a team working in sync to accomplish one mission. We desire to always push the limits of our tagline, “the better people, people®”. And we're constantly learning how to do this—which is a good thing—by listening to the very people we aim to empower.

We are lucky to sit in the driver’s seat as one of the largest staffing providers in the nation, because we have thousands of opportunities to build upon our knowledge base each year through our internal staff members and associates, and we do this via routine surveys and constant research.

You may be wondering what we’ve learned when it comes to building a workforce full of completely fulfilled employees. Let us share our findings.

While there very obviously isn’t a single definition of “harmony” that applies to every person, we’ve cultivated a list of reasons—backed by a little math and a little psychology—why employees are able to experience work harmony.

**A LITTLE MATH**

If you’ve read even just one or two of our white papers or research reports, you know we are overt proponents of the Net Promoter System℠ (NPS®) and its employee-centric spinoff, the employee Net Promoter System (eNPS). The Net Promoter System is a simple method to gather basic intelligence and gauge engagement, and we employ it in almost every satisfaction-related survey we conduct.

We believe an employee who promotes his or her employer as a place to work has reached a state of harmony—he or she is so fulfilled personally and professionally that he or she believes the employer can make others equally fulfilled. To that end, we define reaching a state of work harmony as strongly agreeing with the following eNPS statement (scoring the statement a 9 or 10, where 10 indicates the respondent “strongly agrees”):

**I would recommend employment at my employer to a close friend.**

Of course, that single rating doesn't answer the “what.” As in, “What creates such a state of harmony that you'd recommend employment to a friend?”

Knowing Elwood tracks the eNPS ratings of its corporate employees through our annual all-employee survey, we set out to discover what creates work harmony. Lucky for us, the other eight questions on our annual survey capture that.
Between 2011-2014, we tracked the NPS scores associated with the survey's eight questions. We then calculated the strength of the correlation of those NPS scores and the scores to the above eNPS statement for the same time period. We found a very strong correlation between variables in four of the eight statements, indicating the way an employee scores the statements below is very strongly correlated with whether he or she would recommend employment to a friend (see chart for full list). The following have the greatest impact on work harmony:

1. Safety is a top priority of the company
2. Opportunities for advancement
3. Confidence in the executive leadership of the company
4. Feelings of value and shared goals

We then analyzed comments captured by our Associate Engagement team during personal interviews with 6,300 associates at nearly 100 client companies over the past few years to determine if there are additional factors that affect the employment experience. We isolated and identified three common themes cited at more than half of participating facilities:

5. Communication
6. Training
7. Treatment/inclusion

These seven factors are important to workplace harmony; they are the very items an employer must overcome to create an environment that allows employees to reach a state of employment “bliss.”

A LITTLE PSYCHOLOGY

Are you surprised by the factors that hold the greatest influence over workplace harmony? Maybe, maybe not. Perhaps you’re looking at this and wondering why basic factors such as pay are not highly-correlated with work harmony. It’s an interesting question, but one that is easily answered by studying Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and adapting it to the workplace. Maslow’s famous research from the 1940s contends that people are motivated to reach a state of “self-actualization” (the top level of the pyramid, or, in our case, “workplace harmony”), but can only reach that state by fulfilling the needs in the lowest levels of the pyramid in succession first.”
In the context of the workplace, basic needs—like receiving adequate wages—can be met by almost any employer. Once an employee fulfills his basic needs, he seeks to fulfill the next levels in the pyramid; as each need is met, he aims higher, always striving to reach “workplace harmony.” So, it only makes sense that the needs at the top of the pyramid have the greatest influence on a worker’s state of being, because they are unique to each employee and therefore the hardest for just any employer to fulfill. An employer who allows an employee to reach the highest level of the pyramid is hard to replace; thus, as both our math and Maslow’s psychology proves, the categories in the upper levels should indeed have the most influence on one’s overall employment experience or ability to achieve workplace harmony.

*Safety as a Priority of the Company refers to the way our internal employees feel about the emphasis Elwood Staffing places on putting associates into safe work environments. As such, this represents a feeling of pride or esteem relating to the social implications of their jobs, not the safety of their immediate environment (which would be indicated in Level 2 of the pyramid).*

**CONCLUSION**

Given today’s employment landscape—recruiting and retention are tough—it’s time to turn your focus to meeting the social and esteem needs of your workforce. If you’re struggling to satisfy the basic needs of employees, you’re likely struggling to keep them. At the risk of beating a dead horse, you may recall from other reports we’ve published, we believe all employers can and should be meeting the most basic needs of employees by paying in the upper half of local starting wages and paying at least $2.25/hr more than the local minimum wage, which paves the way for focusing on the aspects of employment that make the difference between hiring workers who probably won’t stick around and hiring workers who are personally and professionally fulfilled and committed to you and your mission.
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